
FAQs about Basic Boat Handling (BBH) 
 
Is BBH a course? 

No, BBH is an Enhanced eBook. It’s a product that someone can buy, download to their 
computer, tablet or eBook reader, and enjoy whenever they’d like. 
 
I’ve heard of an eBook, but what’s an Enhanced eBook? 

An Enhanced eBook has extra features, in this case, video and audio clips that illustrate and 
support the text and pictures. These video enhancements set it apart from other eBook, making it 
considerably more worthwhile. 
 
Do you need a special player for the product? 

No, however, for optimum enjoyment of your Enhanced eBook, it is recommended that you use 
reader software which supports Enhanced eBook features and that is optimized for your viewing 
platform. One such reader is Caliber, a free, open source, multi-platform eBook application. Calibre 
is available here: http://calibre-ebook.com/download The iBook application for iOS devices and 
Mac computers is another such reader. 

 
How does someone buy BBH? 

They may go to this link:  
http://bookstore.kalkomey.com/products/basic-boat-handling-us-coast-guard-auxiliary 

 
How much does BBH cost? 

BBH costs $9.99 
 
Who is this product intended for? 

This Enhanced eBook would be great for a relatively new boater, someone who has already 
taken a certificate course, who wants a practical guide to the techniques of operating their 
boat. 

 
Is this a NASBLA approved course? 

BBH is not a boating safety course that leads to a certificate, so there is no need for 
NASBLA approval. 

 If someone buys BBH, for how long can they view it? Does it expire after a certain time? 
BBH does not expire, so they may view it for as long as they would like.  

I’m an Auxiliarists, so can I get a free copy? 
Unfortunately, it’s not possible to provide members or Flotillas with free copies of this product. Just as with printed materials, there are costs involved with distributing this product. 


